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ABSTRACT  
Semi-solid processing has gained popularity in the casting industry due to its significant advantages, offering a 
net shape single or multistep flexible process. This study aims to establish an evaluation criterion to understand 
the relationship between processability and its impact on outcomes. Pouring temperature and fluidity emerge 
as primary factors, while solidification and viscosity demonstrate secondary importance in the processing. 
Through a multi-angle evaluatory approach, the flexibility of all semi-solid casting process parameters can be 
assessed based on alloying elements, temperature gradient, fluidity, heat transfer, and solidification. 
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Introduction 

Semi-solid metal (SSM) processing is highly regarded as an attractive technique for 

manufacturing near-net-shape components with improved mechanical properties compared to 

traditional methods [1]. The concept of SSM processing emerged in the early 1970s, but its full 

understanding was achieved in later years, particularly after the 1990s. Initially, the 

understanding of SSM processing was limited, but it has now been linked to key processing 

parameters such as deformation rate, material fluidity, rheology (pseudo-plasticity and 

thixotropy), and pouring temperature [2]. Among these factors, fluidity, commonly expressed 

as fluidity length (Lf), plays a crucial role. Lf is defined as the distance covered by molten metal 

during forced flow in a small cross-section until solidification. It significantly influences the 

suggested solidification microstructures, which depend on the cooling rate [3,4]. Furthermore, 

during the semi-solid stage of liquid metallurgy, several other processing parameters come 

into play, including stirring action, squeeze pressure, pouring temperature, and pressurized 

solidification [5–11]. A semi-solid state is characterized by a higher fraction of solid than liquid 

within the melt, while a mushy state occurs just above the solidus line, where liquid metal is 

present during cooling. The liquid fraction is higher than the solid fraction in the semi-solid 

state. In both states, the behavior of the slurry resembles a thick (low viscous) material, 

depending on the presence of solidified grains within the melt [12]. The solid fraction affects 

the viscosity of the slurry, which is considered a suspension with dispersed solid particles 

exhibiting unique rheological properties such as pseudo-plasticity and thixotropy [13–28]. The 

melt temperature in liquid metallurgy plays a crucial role in determining the formation of states 
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such as semi-solid and mushy, which are determined by the solidus line of the parent material 

[29–31]. Intensive research has focused on the effects of semi-solid liquid metallurgy, as it 

offers improved properties with secondary parameters to control the pouring temperature of 

the melt. Figure 1 provides a summary of the organization of processing parameters and their 

effects. It has been identified that: fluidity and pouring temperature are vital processing 

parameters for controlling the solidification rate of the melt, inhibiting grain growth, promoting 

incomplete re-crystallization, and resulting in the formation of micro-fine grains.  

 

 
Fig. 1. Development of mushy/semi-solid material processing, parameters and application areas 

 

These parameters can be controlled with the assistance of various associated 

parameters such as stirring action, reinforcement type, and squeeze pressure. However, 

this paper specifically discusses the effects of fluidity and pouring temperature on cast 

material properties and microstructure. 

 

Impact of reinforcement on the fluidity and temperature 

In the semi-solid casting process, a major challenge often encountered is achieving a high 

flow rate of semi-solid paste through thin sections and complex geometries [14]. 

Therefore, fluidity, which refers to the ability of the liquid metal to fill a mold, becomes 

a critical process parameter. Several factors contribute to fluidity determination, 

including molten metal characteristics such as viscosity, surface tension, suspended 

inclusions, mold design and material, pouring rate, superheat, and metal composition 
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[24–62]. Fluidity is inversely proportional to viscosity, viscosity index (sensitivity of 

viscosity to temperature), and freezing range. As these factors increase, fluidity decreases. 

Pure metals and eutectics with shorter freezing ranges exhibit higher fluidity, while alloys 

with longer freezing ranges tend to have lower fluidity [19,48]. The presence of high 

surface tension and oxide films on the liquid metal also reduces fluidity. Additionally, the 

inclusion of insoluble particles significantly affects fluidity, as they increase viscosity 

[20,51]. The dimensions of the runner, riser, and sprue in the mold also influence fluidity. 

Higher surface roughness of the mold and higher thermal conductivity of the mold 

material tend to decrease fluidity. Moreover, a slow pouring rate leads to reduced fluidity 

due to a higher cooling rate during slow pouring [21,40]. However, the most influential 

parameters governing fluidity are superheating, as higher temperature in the metal 

promotes greater flow in the mold, and metal composition, which impacts the mechanical 

and physical properties of the molten metal based on different alloying elements and 

their weight percentages [15–17,34–43].  

 
Table 1. Effect of various alloying elements in Al-Base alloy 

S. 

No. 
Alloy 

Alloying 

element 
Effect of alloying on fluidity and temperature 

1 A357 Copper 

In the solid state the solubility of Cu in Al increases from less 

than 0.50 % at room temperature to 5.65 % at 821 K. Fluidity 

decreases along with ductility but also results better mechanical 

properties (hardness & strength) as Cu content increases. Thus, 

to have optimum ductility limited % of Cu (2 to 5 %) is beneficial 

and do not exceed 12 % in most Al-Cu based alloys [22]. 

2 Al-6Ni-3Si Silicon 

As an alloying element Si is used up to 14 % in amount. The solubility 

in Al, the α phase of Si is limited up to 1.65 % at 851 K and less than 

0.05 % at room temperature. Up to eutectic % of Si, strength of Al-Si 

alloy increased by increasing Si% while ductility decreases. Like Mn 

and Ni, Si also do not confer response to solution heat treatment [23]. 

3 
AZ91D and 

Mg–3Nd–0.2Zn–Zr 
Magnesium 

Magnesium behaves similar to copper when alloyed with aluminium. 

Solid-solubility change of the α phase with temperature reflects in 

alloy system. Solubility of Mg at 724 K is 14.9 % while at room 

temperature it is less than 2.90 %. If the solid-solubility limit is 

exceeded, A second, harder β phase exists. Aging and solution heat 

treatment can be done on this binary system which normally contain 

4, 8, and 10 % of magnesium [24]. 

4 AlSi9Mg 
Magnesium 

- Silicon 

Some important alloying effects are reflected in aluminium 

by combination of Mg-Si which form the metallic compound 

Mg2Si and produce a quasi-binary alloy system. Due to excess 

of Silicon present in Ternary alloys results improved casting 

properties like enhanced fluidity [25]. 

5 A357 Zinc 

One of the principal alloying elements with major advantage that it 

makes possible to get maximum mechanical properties in the as-cast 

conditions but when it exceeds 0.1 to 0.3 %, it reduces corrosion 

resistance properties of alloy [22]. 

6 A356/TiB2 + RE + Sn 
Iron (as 

impurity) 

Iron as impurity, omnipresent in amount of 0.8 to 2 % because iron 

can dissolve from ladles or from furnace pots and form Fe-Al phase 

which results embrittlement, reduced corrosion resistance ability & 

coarsening of as-cast grain size of metal [26]. 
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Aluminum-based alloys, for example, are eutectic systems with various 

intermetallic compounds. Due to the lower solubility of most alloying elements in 

aluminum, these alloys exhibit multiple metallic phases with complex compositions 

[14,41]. Table 1 provides an overview of the effect of some key alloying elements such 

as Cu, Si, Mg, Zn, Cr, Mn, Sn, and Ti in aluminum-based casting alloys on fluidity and 

temperature. 

 

Solidification and mechanism 

After pouring, the solidification behavior of semi-solid slurry differs from conventional 

casting in the following aspects: the temperature gradient of the surrounding 

environment, the presence of constituent or alloying elements in the slurry, the mode of 

heat transfer [10,51]. 

These three conditions give rise to a solidification range, known as the freezing 

range, which is determined by the solidus and liquidus temperatures. Within this range, 

both primary and secondary solidification occur. Primary solidification initiates just before 

the liquidus temperature, while secondary solidification takes place over time. Figures 2 

and 3 illustrate the time-dependent temperature curves.  

 

  
 

Fig. 2. Variations in temperature vs time for 

semi solid processing 

 

Fig. 3. Variations in depth of metal column vs 

temperature for semi solid processing 

 

Above the liquidus temperature, the fluidity of the slurry is influenced by 

gravitational and convection effects and is affected by the thermal conductivity of the 

mold. In this temperature range, the primary solidification range is narrower compared to 

the secondary solidification range. This phenomenon, known as liquid solidification 

shrinkage (Fig. 4), is influenced by the presence of unmelted solid particles, such as 

reinforcement ceramics, hindering the movement of silicon particulates in the α-Al melt. 

A thermal mismatch between the solid particles and the liquid melt enhances the 

temperature gradient, leading to a decrease in solidification time. Gravitational and 

convection effects contribute to the formation of columnar grains and equiaxed grains 

during the tertiary solidification zone, which is primarily observed in liquid-liquid 

solidification. The formation of these grains is influenced by factors such as the depth of 

the metal column, temperature gradient, and available solidification time [10]. Local 

solidification, governed by the secondary solidification zone (Fig. 5), is also affected. The 
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total solidification time depends on the pouring temperature of the melt, which is 

governed by the α-cooling rate [10,40–42]. Figure 5 illustrates the "semi-solid pouring 

zone" (AB) as part of the total solidification time. In the actual solidification time, local 

solidification is influenced by alloying particulates/elements, leading to a decrease in the 

secondary solidification range and an increase in the primary solidification range due to 

a higher thermal gradient (A'B'). However, the total solidification time is less hindered in 

conventional slurry melts, where the time zone mostly increases for tertiary solidification 

(CD C'D', Fig. 5). This is referred to as the "thermal arrest zone", where sensible heat 

transfer is higher compared to latent heat transfer, resulting in a difference between 

secondary solidification and tertiary solidification. Figure 4 represents the effect of 

fluidity, showing the solidification starting range, phase transition range, and secondary 

solidification range. The solidification process after the phase transition, up to the 

solidification temperature, involves latent heat transfer and takes more time compared 

to primary and tertiary solidification [10,62]. 

 

  
 

Fig. 4. Variations showing for temperature  

and time for heat transfer and phase transformation 

 

Fig. 5. Variations showing for temperature and time 

for effect of pouring temperature and solidification 

 

Thermodynamic- equilibrium, interface and solidification 

Thermodynamics plays a crucial role in analyzing the solidification phase composition 

and the resulting interfacial effects [6,10,39]. The slopes of liquidus variations, solidus 

phase boundaries, and solidification paths are correlated with the constituent 

temperature of the melt during solidification. The degree of undercooling, which is 

related to the type of matrix and reinforcement, directly impacts interface formation. 

Different types of interfaces can be formed, including: local interface equilibrium, 

interface non-equilibrium, equilibrium departure, and pressurized undercooling.  

These interfaces are influenced by the solidus and liquidus phenomena of the 

pouring temperature, with Gibbs' free energy directly linked to the formation of interfaces 

at various stages. The correlation between solidification and interfaces can be determined 

by examining the steps involved in the solidification process. 

Well known Gibb’s free energy: 

𝐺 = 𝐻 − 𝑇. 𝑆                (1) 

where 𝐻 = 𝐸 + 𝑃𝑣 (enthalpy of phase neutral alloy). 
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Considering three steps of the semi-solid melt before solidification: 

(1) Liquidus stage (𝐺1); 

(2) Liquidus/Solidus stage (liquid in majority) (𝐺2); 

(3) Solidus/Liquidus stage (solid in majority) (𝐺3). 

Difference of Gibb’s free energy from initial to final stage: 

𝛥𝐺 = (𝐺1 − 𝐺2) + 𝐺2
′ − 𝐺3 ,            (2) 

where 𝐺2
′ - the Gibb’s free energy due to the impact of reinforcement. Generally, 

𝐺2
′ > 𝐺2 − 𝛥𝐺2 = 𝐺𝑙 − 𝐺𝑠.                                                  (3) 

However, 𝐺2 > 𝛥𝐺2 > 𝐺2
′ : 

𝛥𝐺2 = (𝐻𝑙 − 𝐻𝑠) − 𝑇𝑒(𝑆𝑙 − 𝑆𝑠) = 0 (for pure metal),         (4) 

𝛥𝐺2 = (𝐻𝑙 − 𝐻𝑠) − 𝑇𝑒(𝑆𝑙 − 𝑆𝑠) ≠ 0 (for reinforced metal).        (5) 

Further, 

𝛥𝐻 = (𝛥𝑆𝑓)𝑇𝑒              (6) 

where, 𝛥𝐻 is change in enthalpy during the melting, 𝛥𝑆𝑓 entropy of the fused solidus 

particle, 𝑇𝑒 is equivalent temperature (mean value). 

Now, as 𝑇𝑒 decreases:  

𝛥𝐺2 = 𝛥𝐻𝑓 (
𝑇𝑒−𝑇′

𝑇𝑒
),              (7) 

where 𝑇′is temperature at a particular stage. As 𝑇′ decreases solidification increases: 

𝛥𝐺2 = 𝛥𝐻𝑓 (
∆𝑇′

𝑇𝑒
)              (8) 

𝛥𝐺2 = 𝛥𝑆𝑓𝛥𝑇′,               (9) 

where ∆𝑇′is considered for undercooling. 

According to the above equations, liquid in majority is considered for the liquidus 

stage for Gibb’s free energy G2 used in the above equations. Further, this stage is variable 

and changes appears due to the type and amount of reinforcement incorporation for 

which Gibb’s free energy is much higher as compare to the unmodified liquid conditions 

as shown in Eq. (3). Generally, change in Gibb’s free energy due to the incorporation of 

reinforcement is increases in initial stage, whereas this can be considerable as ‘zero’ for 

the pure metal and ideal condition as shown in Eqs. (4) and (5). 

 

 
 

Fig. 6. Relation between temperature and distance for Interfacial and diffusion-less solidification 
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Equations (6-9) and (10) show the correlation between enthalpy and entropy with 

the equilibrium temperature, as shown in Fig. 6. Here, according to Fig. 6 and Eqs. (6-9) 

and (10), change in enthalpy and entropy for the fused solid particles is a potential 

candidate and parameter for the equilibrium temperature under pressurized solidification 

[59]. Generally, equilibrium temperature is a function of a particular stage (T’) in which 

solidification started. T’ is dependent on the type of reinforcement and its incorporation, 

while 𝛥𝐻𝑓 is the change in enthalpy for the liquid melt. As the amount of reinforcement 

increases T’ decreases solidification rate increases which is an obvious phenomenon 

[7,24,40,51]. This shows the condition of undercooling according to Eq. (10) while as 

under undercooling condition, ∆T becomes positive and solidification rate is considered 

as a function of enthalpy and entropy. Moreover, for no undercooling condition:  

𝛥𝑇 = 0 however 𝛥𝐺 = 0.           (10) 

System is in equilibrium and no transformation is existed. This is the general and 

possible condition of self-pouring temperature under gravity of melt.  

Free energy under pressurized cooling 𝛥𝐹𝑙|𝑠
= 𝛥𝐹𝑙 − 𝛥𝐹𝑠 

𝛥𝐹𝑙 = 𝛥𝑃(𝑣𝑙 − 𝑣𝑠) − 𝛥𝑇(𝑆𝑙 − 𝑆𝑠)          (11) 

The change in equilibrium temperature due to applied pressure: 

𝛥𝑇 =
𝛥𝜈

𝛥𝑆𝑓
𝛥𝑃.            (12) 

This pressure is the function of temperature. As the temperature of the slurry 

decreases, pressurized solidification increases. As 𝛥𝑃 > 0  result is increase in 

undercooling. This is converted to kinetic undercooling for solid to liquid interface. 

Generally, solidification velocity depends on the rate of solidification and rate of melting 

[10,62]. However, 

𝑣 = 𝑣𝑠 − 𝑣𝑠ⅇ
(

𝛥𝐺

𝑅𝑇𝑖
)
,            (13) 

where 𝛥𝐺 is in J/mole and 𝒗𝒔 is the hypothetical maximum growth of the velocity. 

 
Table 2. Effect of the increment in undercooling or solidification 

Diffusional equilibrium Interfacial equilibrium Interfacial non-equilibrium 

Absence of temperature 

gradient 

Liquid-solid interface for 

temperature 

Arbitrary impact of temperature 

gradient 

Uniform phase composition Metastable phase condition 
Phase diagram fails to evaluate the 

compositions on local interface zone 

 

Equations (11-13) describe the thermodynamic equilibrium conditions for 

undercooling and interfacial stages, involving ∆G (change in Gibbs free energy) and the 

growth velocity of solidification [10]. Equation (11) represents pressurized solidification, 

where interface equilibrium occurs when the thermal conductivity of the reinforcement 

is the dominant factor [39,46,59]. At this stage, interface formation increases, and 

interface equilibrium is sustained, as depicted in Fig. 6 and described by Eqs. (11), (12). 

After a certain point, incomplete recrystallization occurs due to these interfaces, and 

diffusion solidification begins [10,60]. Diffusion solidification leads to the transformation 

of micro level reinforcement particles near the interface boundaries, causing an increase 

in the growth of solid particles. As a result, there is a drop in solidification velocity, as 

shown in Fig. 6. In the semi-solid stage, the temperature conditions T1 and T2 represent 
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the solid and liquid candidates present in the slurry, respectively. These conditions give 

rise to several thermally dependent stages, including: constitutional undercooling, 

Conditional and unconditional undercooling, and interfacial thermal undercooling.  

Undercooling plays a dominant role in the solidification process in the semi-solid 

stage and contributes to the formation of different thermal interfaces and undercooling 

conditions, as summarized in Table 2. 

 

Conclusions 

This review primarily focuses on the research findings related to semi-solid casting, 

specifically exploring the impact of processing temperature, alloying elements, and fluidity 

as crucial parameters. The solidification rate, considered a secondary parameter, is also 

influenced by factors such as pouring temperature, holding time, and stirring action, which 

are essential for controlling the slurry. Moreover, restricted grain growth plays a significant 

role in the solidification behavior, influenced by the solid-liquid fraction and viscosity of the 

slurry. This correlation between rheological properties and processing parameters 

establishes the cohesion within the system. Additionally, the temperature gradient, as an 

associated processing parameter, affects the heat transfer mode during solidification and is 

influenced by the alloying elements, resulting in different types of solidification shrinkage. 

In summary, all the selected criteria are interconnected, playing a crucial role in the overall 

processing, phase transition, and solidification processes. 
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